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PARIS: Lockheed unveils maritime patrol kit for C Hercules
There is no aircraft in aviation history — either developed or
under development — that can match the flexibility,
versatility and relevance of the CJ Super.
C History | Lockheed Martin
The Lockheed Martin CJ Super Hercules is a four-engine
turboprop military transport aircraft. The CJ is a
comprehensive update of the Lockheed.
C History | Lockheed Martin
The Lockheed Martin CJ Super Hercules is a four-engine
turboprop military transport aircraft. The CJ is a
comprehensive update of the Lockheed.
LOCKHEED AC Spectre - SKYbrary Aviation Safety
The Lockheed C Hercules is an American four-engine turboprop
military transport aircraft designed and built originally by
Lockheed (now Lockheed Martin).

50 Years of Hercules | History | Air & Space Magazine
This page details the development and operational history of
the Lockheed C- Hercules Tactical Transport / Multi-role /
Multi-Mission Aircraft including.
Lockheed C Hercules Military Aircraft | Military Machine
Listing of the major variants of the Lockheed C Hercules
transport aircraft.
CJ Hercules | Royal Air Force
Find the perfect Lockheed C Hercules stock photos and
editorial news pictures from Getty Images. Download premium
images you can't get anywhere else.
Lockheed C Hercules Variants
The Lockheed C Hercules is one of the longest serving and most
versatile aircraft in the world. This heavy lifter has what it
takes to meet any mission.
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Even the four-engine C could only gain 50 feet per minute on a
warm day if it lost an engine on takeoff while loaded. These
included yet more powerful Allison Lockheed C-130 Hercules
turboprop engines and eventually saw the avionics suite
modernized and the structure further reinforced for extended
service lives. Retrieved23December The J is far faster,
quicker-climbing, higher-flying and longer-range than any of
its predecessors, and it has set 54 world records in all of
those categories and then. Defense News. Many "special
mission" Hercules have been developed over the life of this
aircraft.
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commandos used the aircraft when overtaking a terrorist-held
airliner in Retrieved 21 May
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